Coticule Pilgrimage
n o v e l i z e d

i m p r e s s i o n s

narrated by Bart Torfs, pictures by Enrico Marchesi, Hendrik Verbeelen, Wim Decraene and Torolf Myklebust. All rights reserved.

Arrival
The life of a Coticule pilgrim does not run over a thornless path. There were pilgrims who came
by car, driving on bumpy motorways, wondering about the speed limit on Belgian territory, as the
signs were obscured by heavily pouring rain. “Brussels 180 kilometers” indicated the slightly
fogged screen of the GPS. “Dubrovsnja sabrinski Bart, kop y retardski” (*), said Ania to her mate
Marek/Maro. (“Better call Bart to let him know we’re a bit delayed”). What they didn’t know, was
that at that same moment, Bart, Gary, Chris and An were desperately making their zillionth cycle
in a Brussels’ underground parking lot, hoping for some other car to leave. The same tribulation
awaited Ania and Marek 90 minutes later.
In the mean time, Rico/Bluedun was fighting temptation in the lovely, yet overpriced knife shop at
the Brussels St-Hubert Gallery, white knuckles holding the Coticule-money in his pocket.
Torolf was strategically stationed near the entrance of “A la Mort Subite”, trying to figure out if the
man with the bowler, briefcase and the weird mustache was one of the other Pilgrims. Or perhaps
the guy with the pink shirt that was watching him from behind a glossy magazine. Could it be the
young fellow with the heavymetalish outfit? “Now, wait a minute” murmured Torolf to himself,
“wasn’t there a young fella that plays in a band on Coticule.
be?” Somehow, it seemed a safer option than addressing
man with the pink shirt.

l-r: Stijn, Kris, Bart and Torolf, during the rendez-vous in
“A la Mort Subite”, Brussels

Stijn was minding his own business in Mort Subite, enjoying
his beer. Bart had rang a bit earlier that they were delayed
in traffic. So nothing to worry about. A blond Norwegian guy
drops his bag on the chair next to him. “Hi, I’m Torolf. Have
you ever heard about something called Coticule?”. Both
men smile. They shake hands. In the back, a Swiss fellow,
who just got in, is monitoring the pub’s visitors. Rico holds
one of his bags careful in front of him as if it contains something precious. He wonders about the beardless Viking and
the young musician, but it’s too early to make a move. Let’s
order a coffee first.

First-on?
Enters a gang of 4. An English barber, named Gary. Airplanes mechanic Kris and his enchanting wife An. And Bart, a bit of a shoddy character, in whom they’ve all, in a collective moment of
lunacy, have put their trust to bring this endeavor to a good end. Rico sees how they greet the
Viking and the musician. Such a weird bunch, that can only be the pilgrimage... Time to introduce
himself.
Hands are shaken, everyone takes a seat, beer and food is being ordered and for some odd reason, a natural informality enters this group of people that all come of such different backgrounds.
A short while later, Marek and Ania arrive at the scene. It takes them less then 5 seconds to
blend in. This is going to be a fascinating weekend. The code word is “first-on”, or if you want that
in English instead of Norwegian, Flemish of Swiss German: “Understanding”...

Brussels

The Coticule.be Members’ Rectification Team.
For obvious reasons we cannot reveal these men’s identity.

It would be stupid to meet in Brussels without extending
some time to see the city. Brussels has a bit of a dull reputation, likely induced by the presence of the European
Administration. But in reality it is a charming old lady with
intact historical intestines, a warm cosmopolitan bloodstream, and a very Belgian relaxed yet spirited heartbeat.
Hendrik, indigenous in Brussels, who would join the group
the next day, was kind enough to sketch up a nice walk
through the city. One cannot even begin to squeeze all
of Brussels into a 3 hour stroll, but Hendrik managed to
capture some of its essence, with the Hubertus Gallery,
the Rue des Bouchers (including Jeaneke Pis, the female
counterpart of the famous statue of the peeing little fellow), the old Stock Exchange, the Grand Place, the Gras-

markt, and the Kunstberg, where
we visited the beautiful Art Nouveau
building - by architect Victor Horta that harbors the Musical Intruments
museum. On the roof, we enjoyed a
beer and a stellar view over the city.
Due to time restraints we had to cancel the last part of the walk (the Zavel
church and the Justice Palace). We
Pretty Brussels: “De Kunstberg”, with the Musical Intruments museum
managed to stuff everyone into both
central in the picture (the brown buidling)
cars: Marek, Ania, Rico and myself
in Marek’s car. And Kris, An, Torolf,
Stijn and Gary in Kris’ car. An was dropped off at the railway station, as she could only join us on
Friday. It was 17h00 and we were heading for Ardennes’ headquarters.

The workshop of Ardennes Coticule, sole Coticule mining company in the world.

Jam
A 136km drive, estimated by Google maps, to take 90 minutes. Hahahaha. Google thinks it
knows about Belgium... After 3 and a half hours of traffic jams, rainfall, road blocks and more
traffic jams, we arrive at Petit Sart. The impressive silhouette of Maurice Celis, proprietor of
Ardennes, waiting in the door opening of the entrance hall. Thankgod for cell phones and this
man’s patience. In the entrance hall, a small display cabinet keeps the slightly creased travelers
glued to its glass doors. Behind them: a small treasure of yesteryears stones, layer cross-sections
and various Coticule gems. In the mean time, Maurice shows me where the light switches are,
warns me about the owl that lives on the attic, and hands me the key, wishes us a pleasant stay
and returns home. I am Bart, aged 41, and Keeper of the Key to the Sole Surviving Coticule Company. My life is complete now.
While Rico, Marek and Ania are checking in at the hotel a bit further down the road, the rest
of the bunch settles in at Ardennes. We decide to turn Maurice’s office into a bedroom, where
there’s room for 4. Kris installs himself in between the Coticules at the storage room.

The owl and other nightly creatures.
Dinner for 8 is served in the hotel: a delicious Roasted Guinea Fowl, accompanied by hand cut “pommes
frites” and a light salad. And a supple red wine. Belgians take food seriously. Very seriously.
While the coffee is being served, a late traveler enters from the drafty night: it is Wim/decraew, who
couldn’t join us in Brussels.
When the hotel guests retire to their rooms, the rest
returns to Ardennes. Somewhere in the nigthly sky,
an owl scrapes. The ancient part of Ardennes headquarters has these beautiful doors in solid wood,
including the handles and the entire closing mechanism. It is behind these doors that we find the workshop, originally from 1865. For the exception of a
couple of electric machines, with respectable age of
their own, much hasn’t changed here during the censleeping between a rock and a hard place...

turies. There’s the roughly paved floor, with deep gutters for
the drainage of Coticule slurry, wooden storage racks filled
with Coticules and blue whetstones in various stage of production, a couple of stone workbenches - each topped with a
diamond circular saw -, an enamel sink that once was white
though since long covered with decades of piling rock dust,
a cast iron lapidary machine, some barrels with “stuff”, and
central in the shop: and old petrol stove, burning vibrantly.
Gathered around that stove, 5 nightly guests, sipping from
their Chimays, having a conversation about Leather, Rocks,
Razors, Life, and the Universe - in that particular order -. We
turned in around 3am and slept as well as the stones that
were sleeping on the shelves of the storage room.
a few “atmospheric” stills at Ardennes’ workshop.

Morning Glory
We rose at 8am, with a clear head - that Chimay is sterling stuff -, facing a day full of promising wonder. Maurice was scheduled to show up
at 11am, for a guided tour in the quarry and the company. Before that,
the much anticipated bushwhacker’s breakfast was served, Hendrik
was collected at Vielsalm Railway station, and we even managed to
save some time for a first exploration of the piles of hones in the storage room. I found myself at the other end of the building, talking to
Marek, when Maurice arrived at Ardennes. Maybe it’s the man’s warm
laughter - I believe Santa Claus must be distant family -, maybe it’s the
building that started resonating differently as soon as he entered. Fact
is that within seconds and from each corner of the building, all participants emerged, like the sons of a father that has returned home after
a long journey.
bushwhacker’s breakfast

The Quarry

Boots were mandatory: The few centimeters of the purplishblue crud that visitors to the quarry need to face, piles up
on shoes till they look like blocks of purple mud. We drove
in three cars to the quarry which is located a couple of kilometers up North from the workshop. We left the cars at
the WW-II monument, an erected huge piece of Coticule
with a text plate attached. It is put there, in honor of the US
soldiers that died during the battle of the Ardennes, which
was the last big struggle of nazi Germany to stop the allied
forces. A lot of blood was shed on these grounds, on both
sides.

At the WWII monument: l-r: Torolf, Wim,
Marek, Kris, Gary, Stijn, Bart and Maurice.

At the quarry, we first passed through the stockpile area,
where we saw three huge piles. One with manganese clay,
to be sold to the brick baking industry for the production of black bricks. A second pile with enor-

Tier d’Ol Preu Quarry: stockpile area

mous blocks of blue stone, that Maurice plans to crush into stone mulch for
gardening purposes. And a third pile of
smaller blue debris, sold to a company
that produces ceramic drainage pipes.
In the old days, Tier d’Ol Preu, as this
place is called, was mining area. A technique called “cut & stack” was used for
extracting the Coticule. Basically, this
means that the miners filled a depleted
mine gallery with the “steriles” from
the new gallery that was located immediately below the old one. “Steriles”
means all rock that they had no use for.
It is, even today, a very common mining technique for exploitation of narrow
deposits, such as gold and other precious minerals. With nowadays quarrying technique, on the other hand, there
are no top galleries that one can fill up
with debris. Everything must go. It is
Maurice Celis’ merit that he finds ways
to turn the former “steriles” into profitable byproducts. There would be no
Coticule industry in today’s world without it. The actual quarry is a bit further
to the West from the stockpile area. It is
quite a beautiful scene. There’s a huge
blue aft wall, some 40 meters high, going almost straight up. On top, nature
has painted a bucolic landscape, almost a perfect place for a picnic, if it
weren’t for the nearby abyss and the

Remnants of former mining activity, according to the “cut & stack” method.

l-r: Rico, looking for something...; Maurice, an animated speaker; and his attentive audience: Stijn, Gary, Bart, Marek and Kris

dominant ram that considers the field, and the goats on
it, his personal property. Only a few years ago,one of the
other rams came falling down from the sky, probably after
a small quarrel about the impregnation of the goats.

l-r: Torolf, Stijn, (Gary), Bart, Marek, Maurice, Kris, Wim and Hendrik.

Pockets carved into the rock that long time ago used to
hold oak beams that formed the “floors” of the mine.

l-r: Gary, Maurice, Bart, Torolf, Marek, Hendrik

The aft wall caries numerous traces of the former mining activity: pocket holes that used to hold oak beams
for buttressing the galleries. At the lower west corner
of the quarry we see the remains of the lowest gallery,
and - filled with stacked blue debris - the one above it. It
is a perfect illustration on the “cut & stack” technique.
They excavated a narrow gallery, harvesting as much of
the Coticule layer as possible. When exhausted, a new
gallery was started, underneath the previous, oak beams
preventing a collapse. All unneeded blue rock that came
out the new gallery was stacked in the depleted one on
top. In the course of many decades, gallery after gallery,
generations of Coticule miners worked their way down
into the Earth. The lowest galleries were located some
30 meters deep. That means 15 upper floors, filled with
stacked blue stones above the miners’ heads. Only the
rocks with Coticule attached went to the surface, through
one of both shafts at either end of the gallery.
Today, we see a very different approach. In front of the
Blue rock formation there’s a deposit of Manganese clay.
That clay is first dug out till a depth of about 3 meter. With
that out of way, we are now facing a 3 meter high wall of
solid blue rock. This vertical wall was once - roughly 480
million years ago - the horizontal bottom of a sea. Rivers deposited massive amounts of clay minerals on the
bottom of that sea. These minerals would eventually be
transformed into the blue rock in front of us. Every so often, a nearby Volcano erupted with enormous clouds of
ashes that fell into the sea and slowly sank to the bottom, forming thin layers, that would eventually become
sandwiched between the never-ending clay deposits.
Through the eons of seismic activity and quakes, this giant lasagna of clay and ashes was buried deep into the
Earth’s crust, where it was baked with heat and pressure
into solid rock, then pushed up to become ardent mountains, and finally eroded to what it is now: the same rock
lasagna, in vertical position facing a bunch of crackpots
taking pleasure in shaving of their ever growing facial hair.
With the aid of explosives, the rock is extracted in large
chunks, with much consideration to leave the yellow Coticule layers as intact as possible. The good chunks are
further divided into manageable slabs, with the aid of a
motorized diamond cutting saw. These are transported to
the workshop for further processing. In this fashion the
guys of Ardennes work their way through the rock, from

the front of the quarry all the way to the aft wall. At that point, they start over at the front again,
going another 3 meters deeper. Right now they are preparing to harvest the last piece of the pie.
After that last campaign (we’re talking about another year or two), they’ll start quarrying all the
way back on top of the adjacent territory, or excavating galleries into the eastern wall of the current quarry, where the layers proceed lengthwise into the rock. Or they might start focusing more
on Regné, where the company owns another former Coticule mine.
-”Maurice, would you mind if we collect a few raw rocks?”
-”As long as you leave the rocks that are too heavy to carry”, came the laconic answer.

Puddles of purple slurry... - Inset picture: beautiful manganese deposits in a chunk of Coticule
Series of pocket holes that mark the former mining galleries

And on the sixth day

Maurice turned rock into whetstone.
Back at Ardennes’ workshop, Maurice puts on
a heavy rubber apron and a pair of gloves. He
shows us a raw slab of La Dressante, where
we can clearly see the difference between the
“La Dressante au Bleu” sublayer and the upper
sublayer(s). The Coticule part bordering on the
blue stone will become a combo-stone, the other
slices will be glued to slate. They use Brazilian
slate flooring tiles for that. “Belgian slate is typically a roofing slate that splits into thin boards”,
explains Maurice, “it can’t serve as backing plate
for Coticules”. Long time ago there were companies that specialized in cutting backing plates of
Blue rock, but with today’s labor costs, they would
not be economically competitive against the Brazilian slate plates. As an aside: Of most blue rock,
only a small part adjacent to a Coticule
layer has sufficient abrasive capacity for
use as Belgian Blue Whetstone. There are
additionally a few specific blue layers that
are excellent for hones. Maurice reveals
that small pink dots in the surface of a
BBW usually indicates very good quality.
Maurice starts up the largest of the stationary diamond cutting saws. Standing in
a mist of cooling water, and with infernal noise, he
Maurice showing the lateral cut of a raw piece of the La Dressante Layer.
slices up a raw slab of Les Latneuses. It becomes
quickly apparent why they produce many irregularly shaped bouts and few large rectangular hones. After the first cut, we all think that Maurice
is going to cut a huge hone of about 80x250mm. But in the middle of the second cut, the stone

Infernal noise and massive amounts
of slurry: Maurice is cutting Coticule.

breaks on a slightly diagonal axis, at a natural crack in the
rock, leaving 2 pieces of about 80x140mm. By the time he
finishes cutting the slices and trimming them to neat stones
at the smaller saw, he’s left with 4 combo Coticules: a rectangular hone of 120x40mm, a bout of about 70x80mm,
and two smaller bouts. Next, these stones are taken to the
lapidary machine: a large steel spinning disk with coarse
carborundum cemented on top. A constant stream of water
provides lubrication, cooling and drainage of slurry. Near the
end, the gloves go off: this work requires a precise grip. The
machine laps to a reasonable flatness, as Maurice calls it.
He also chamfers the edges, and passes along the spectators: 4 beautiful Les Latneuses. This concluded the guided
tour, and we all moved to the storage room, to do some much
anticipated shopping, before Maurice returned home. It was
5pm and, somehow, we forgot about lunch.

Slurry, Lather, Vodka & Mushrooms
After a short lunch break, honing class started. Utterly boring stuff, too dull to spend much words
on. Afterwards, things became much more interesting when someone went looking for Maurice’s
manager’s chair, and called it fit to serve as barberchair. There was a barber in our midst, freshly
honed razors available, and plenty beards to test them on.
Marek volunteered, and Gary went to work. Even for the seasoned pogonotomists(*) among us,
witnessing Gary’s craftsmanship was a rather humbling experience. The way he prepped a beard
with his hands and the brush to tender the whiskers, his technique for cooking up a hot towel
(never say Hot towel to just a hot towel), those various little grips for tightening the skin, how he
wielded the blade and used the spine to scoop used lather off his hands: it all looked like a gracious and highly effective beard removing choreography.
Needless to say that the end results were genuinely impressive. I have seen a man with the most
sensitive skin and the toughest beard shaven as smooth as it gets, while his skin looked barely

l-r: 1.The teacher starts with an important and precise job: emptying the bottle for predulling the edge... 2. focussed students. 3&4.Sharpeneers at work!
(*) a person, well versed in the art of shaving his beard.

touched. In fact, it was barely touched, because
Gary knows how to shave whiskers without shaving
skin.
In the mean time, everyone was cheerfully chatting
and having a good time, while enjoying a Polish
vodka, and one of us also a sip of honing water
that stood on the table in a similar cup... It tasted
differently though. I believe Wim and Hendrik genuinely regretted that they had to leave, because
other obligations awaited them the next day.

True master at work: Gary shaving Marek with a razor
that was honed during sharpening class.

Slate Plates
It became time to lit the barbecue. The meat was excellent, but
couldn’t compete with the fresh mushrooms that Ania had picked
for us during a walk earlier that day. Best mushrooms I ever ate. The
Coticule bath in which the pilgrims were submerged being complete
and unconditional, all food was served on slate Coticule backing
plates, that Maurice had kindly cut to size for us, earlier that day.

l-r: Marek, his girlfriend Ania, and Kris enjoying
their diner. Mind the familiarly looking slate dishes.

We ended the day in the same fashion as the previous one: gathered around the old petrol burner, sipping Chimay, having the kind
of conversations that make dawn arrive unexpectedly. Here’s a lesson learned: if you manage to gather people, prepared to travel
long-distance for a short trip to a godforsaken place in Belgium only
to stare at some rocks, you’ll end up with a bunch of highly fascinating characters. I went home richer than I came. I believe we all did,
even though some of us lost money in the process.

Sunday was a matter of cleaning up our act, saying good-byes and
traveling home with sweet memories, a bitter tad of regret that they all live so far way, and a spicy
hint of hope that we may one day do this again.

